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Abstract―The results are presented from preliminary experiments on neutral beam injection with the power
of approximately 1 MW into the central trap of the GOL-NB facility. The main technical task of the work was
the integrated commissioning of all systems and basic diagnostics. The results are presented on the attenua-
tion of neutral beams in plasma and the parameters of the fast ion population. In the regimes under discus-
sion, the attenuation factor of the f low of injected particles of heating beams reaches 40% at the simultaneous
start of the initial plasma accumulation in the trap and its heating by neutral beams. The dynamics of accu-
mulation and energy spectrum of the fast ion population formed in plasma as a result of neutral beam injec-
tion are discussed, and the physical mechanisms are analyzed that can provide for the observed spectrum of
fast ions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The multiple-mirror magnetic systems were pro-

posed in [1, 2] as a way to increase the plasma lifetime
in open traps. In such systems, the magnetic field is
corrugated (periodically modulated along the facility
axis). As the plasma expands along the magnetic field,
in each elementary cell of the multiple-mirror system,
the interaction of populations of transient and locally
trapped plasma particles results in the appearance of
the friction force, which slows down the plasma flow
escaping along the facility axis. This confinement
method is most efficient at moderate collisionalities

, where l is the period of the magnetic
field corrugation (distance between maxima), and λ is
the mean free path of ions [3]. The results of studies in
this field of research are presented in more detail in
[4]. In the existing configuration, the primary task of
the GOL-NB facility should be the studies the operat-
ing regime with  and direct demonstration the
efficiency of plasma confinement in the facility sec-
tions with the multiple-mirror magnetic field [5, 6]. In
the future, after installing the additional plasma heat-

ing systems, the transition could be possible to the
regime with , which is more interesting from the
point of view of fusion applications [7].

The experiments in the GOL-NB design configu-
ration started at the beginning of 2021. Before the
beginning of this work, the problems were solved of
transporting the low-temperature starting plasma with

 through the section with the multiple-mirror
magnetic field [8] and filling the central trap with the
starting plasma with the density of n(0) ≈ 1020 m–3 at
the facility axis and the electron temperature of T ≈
5 eV [9]. In this work, we report the results from pre-
liminary experiments on the injection of two hydrogen
neutral beams with the total power of approximately
1 MW into the GOL-NB central trap. The main task
was the integrated commissioning of all systems and
basic plasma diagnostics. The results are presented on
the attenuation of neutral beams in plasma and the
parameters of the fast ion population forming in
plasma.
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Fig. 1. Basic signals in the NB5941 experiment from top to
bottom: discharge current in plasma gun; accelerating volt-
ages U and currents I in high-voltage circuits of two neutral
beam injectors (differ in types of lines); saturation ion cur-
rent of Langmuir probe installed at r = 0, z = 1.26 m; and
signals of photomultipliers tuned to Hα line corresponding
to cold plasma and Doppler-shifted Hα line corresponding
to 25-keV-ions (these traces are denoted as Hα and H25,
respectively). 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE 
AND DIAGNOSTICS

The GOL-NB facility consists of the central trap of
the gasdynamic type with the length of 2.5 m and the
magnetic induction of B = 0.3 T at the center, the
3-m-long sections of the high magnetic field (B =
4.5 T) attached to it, and the end magnetic f lux
expanders. Inside the expanders, there are plasma
receiving endplates and plasma gun with the arc source
of hydrogen plasma [10]. The high-magnetic-field
sections can be used in the solenoidal configuration
with the uniform magnetic field or in the multiple-
mirror configuration with the depth of the magnetic
field corrugation Rm = Bmax/Bmin = 1.4 and the corru-
gation period of 22 cm. The facility design is described
in more detail in [9]. In the experiments discussed
here, the high-magnetic-field sections were used in
the solenoidal configuration with B = 2.25 T. Two
beams of hydrogen atoms [11] with the energy of
E = 25 keV and the total power of up to 1.1 MW are
injected into the plasma normally to the axis at the
points z = ±0.4 m (the longitudinal coordinate z is
counted from the midplane of the trap). The feature of
the experimental scenario was that the plasma gun and
heating neutral beams were switched on almost simul-
taneously (see Fig. 1). This is not optimal from the
point of view of the efficiency of trapping fast particles
by plasma, but this makes it possible to use neutral
beams as diagnostics during the entire plasma dis-
charge.

Previously, in [8, 9], we used four-electrode Lang-
muir probes [12] for measuring the parameters of the
start plasma. Since the presence of probes in the cen-
tral trap is incompatible with the injection of neutral
beams, the probe measurements were performed in
the high-field section at z = 1.26 m. The attenuation of
neutral beams by the plasma served as the diagnostics
of plasma density dynamics in the trap. The radial
beam profile was measured using the multiwire detec-
tor, which can record either the secondary emission
currents or changes in the resistivity of wires during
their heating by the passed beam. The second method
is insensitive to the magnetic field and particle charge,
but has low time resolution. The results obtained using
both methods are consistent.

The density dynamics of plasma and population of
fast ions formed as a result of neutral beam injection
into the plasma was studied using optical spectral
diagnostics, which measured plasma emission in the
vicinity of the Hα line of hydrogen atom [13]. This
diagnostics includes the MDR-12 spectrometer with
the SDU-285 digital camera that measured plasma
spectra with time resolution of 10 μs, the MDR-23
spectrometer with the array of FEU-83 photomultipli-
ers tuned for measuring certain spectral intervals, and
the SDU-285 camera with the narrow-band interfer-
ence filter, which recorded the spatial distribution of
radiation. Spectral instruments record plasma emis-
P

sion at an angle of 45° to the direction of the neutral
beam injection at z = ±0.4 m. This makes it possible to
distinguish between the plasma emission and the radi-
ation emitted by the population of fast ions due to the
Doppler shift of the lines.

The spectrum of fast particles was measured using
the neutral particle analyzer, which was also located at
z = −0.4 m. The design of the analyzer is similar to the
designs of similar devices previously manufactured for
the C-2 and MST facilities [14]. The detecting system
of the analyzer included 11 channels detecting parti-
cles with energies from 6 to 25 keV with the energy res-
olution of approximately 4 keV. The analyzer detected
particles escaping from the plasma normally to the
axis. The aiming point was shifted from the axis by the
Larmor radius of fast ion r = 5 cm.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we will discuss the results of the

specific experiment NB5941. The signals characteriz-
ing the plasma dynamics in the facility are shown in
Fig. 1. The discharge current lasts for approximately
2 ms; the neutral beam injection duration is set to
LASMA PHYSICS REPORTS  Vol. 48  No. 11  2022
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Fig. 2. Top: neutral beam profiles obtained from signals of
multiwire detector operating in the mode of secondary
emission measurements during time interval t = [1.35–
1.85] ms; open and solid circles correspond to experiments
NB5941 (with plasma) and NB5939 (without plasma),
respectively; and x is transverse coordinate. Bottom:
dynamics of discharge current of plasma gun (dashed line)
and attenuation of heating beam in plasma (solid line) in
experiment NB5941. 
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Fig. 3. Plasma emission spectrum in the vicinity of Hα line
(656.28 nm) in cross section of injection of fast hydrogen
neutral beam for time interval t = [1.5–1.7] ms. Observa-
tions are performed at an angle of 45° to direction of beam
propagation. (1) NII line (648.2 nm); (2) Hα line of beam
atoms with energies of 25 keV; (3) Hα line of target plasma;
(4) CII lines (657.8 and 658.3 nm); (5) Hα line of beam
atoms emission reflected from the opposite chamber wall;
(6) OII line (664.1 nm); (7) dynamics of accumulated fast
protons; (8) electron density dynamics; and (9) current
density of fast atoms. 
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3 ms, in order to observe the plasma also in the course
of its decay. The plasma density in the output high-
field section increases during the gun operation that
indicates the accumulation of plasma in the trap.
There is a jump on the signal of the spectral channel
corresponding to the beam atoms with energy of
25 keV at time of switching off the injection.

The radial profiles characterizing the beam attenu-
ation in the plasma are shown in Fig. 2. By the end of
the plasma gun operation, the attenuation factor inte-
grated over the beam cross section reaches 40%. We
note that the plasma “shadow” does not accurately
correspond to the plasma geometrical parameters,
since the beams are focused at a distance of 0.5 m
before the trap axis. In this operating regime, the ini-
tial plasma diameter is less than the diameter of the
heating neutral beam that reduces the integrated trap-
ping efficiency.

The emission spectrum in the spectral band near
the Hα line is shown in Fig. 3. The emission of cold
atoms in the wavelength range near 656.28 nm is the
most intense (3 in Fig. 3); it can be associated with the
target plasma. The spectrum contains the Hα line
emitted by the injected atoms, which is Doppler-
shifted to the blue side (2). Their emission, reflected
from the opposite vacuum chamber wall, falls into the
red side (5). The spectrum also contains lines of impu-
rity ions. The radiation corresponding to the wings of
the Hα line is emitted by the atoms produced during
the charge exchange process of fast ions in the plasma.
The spectrum dynamics can be used to qualitatively
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS  Vol. 48  No. 11  2022
estimate the densities of electrons ne and fast protons
nfp (assuming the spatially uniform source):

where Ib is the Hα line intensity of the beam atoms, Jb
is the known current density of the injected atoms, If is
the Hα line intensity of the fast atoms produced during
charge exchange of fast ions, and Is is the Hα line
intensity of the target plasma. The results are given in
Fig. 3 in the bottom.

The signals of two analyzer channels and the energy
spectrum of charge exchange neutrals are shown in
Fig. 4. The ions with energies close to the injection
energy dominate in the spectrum, which indicates the
presence of additional channel of fast ions loss. A pos-
sible loss channel is the charge exchange in collisions
with the background gas in the plasma. The measured
spectrum was compared with the predictions of the
simple model of dynamics of fast ion distribution
function, which takes into account the drag on elec-
trons and loss of particles due to the charge exchange
in collisions with molecular hydrogen. In the quasi-
stationary case, the distribution function of ions over
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Fig. 4. (a) Flux dynamics of charge exchange neutrals in
22- and 15.7-keV channels; (b) energy spectrum measured
at t = 0.7 ms (circles) and its fit by model spectrum
(squares); and (c) ratio χ = ne/nH2 of mean densities of
electrons and neutral gas (averaged along ion trajectory)
calculated for T = 5 eV. Arrows correspond to energies of
neutral beams. 
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the total velocity fi( ) can be obtained by integrating
the following kinetic equation:

whence

where  is the ion velocity at the injection energy,
while τdrag and τcx are the characteristic times of decel-
eration and loss of fast ions due to charge exchange.

In turn, these characteristic times can be expressed
as follows [15]:
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where fM is the Maxwell distribution function,

 is the transport cross section for

collisions of fast ions with electrons, σcx is the charge
exchange cross section, Λ is the Coulomb logarithm,
Ry = 13.6 eV is the Rydberg constant, and aB is the
Bohr radius.

Thus, at a given electron temperature, the shape of
the distribution function is determined by one param-
eter χ = ne/nH2, the ratio of the averaged (along the ion
trajectory) electron and gas densities. The result of fit-
ting the model distribution function to the measured
spectrum of fast particles is also shown in Fig. 4. The
distribution function was calculated using data of the
six highest-energy analyzer channels with allowance
for their different spectral sensitivity (in low-energy
channels, the contribution appears of particles with
half the energy from that of the accelerated hydrogen
molecules; so, these channels were not taken into
account).

The dynamics of the ratio of average densities of
electrons and background gas in plasma is shown in
Fig. 4c. Integration of the obtained distribution func-
tion of fast ions provides the fraction of power trans-
ported from the trapped ions to plasma electrons. The
maximum fraction is approximately 15% of the
trapped beam power (see Fig. 4c, right axis). We note
that latter value is almost independent of the assumed
electron temperature and is more accurate than the χ
parameter.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The GOL-NB physical project [5, 6] suggests that

at densities n > 3 × 1019 m−3, the energy of neutral
beams should be quickly thermalized in plasma due to
deceleration in collisions with electrons. In this case,
the density of fast ions population will be low, and the
system will be safe in terms of development of the
main fast ion instabilities. The plasma temperature is
set as a result of reaching the energy balance between
the neutral beam heating and longitudinal gas-
dynamic losses. In this case, according to calculations
[16], the regime with  favorable for multiple-
mirror plasma confinement will be established in the
GOL-NB facility.

In the experiments presented, the target plasma
diameter was less than the design diameter. This
resulted in two consequences. First, a part of the neu-
tral beam passed through the low-density peripheral
plasma, thereby reducing the average trapping coeffi-
cient. Second, the Larmor radius of fast ions (approx-
imately 65 mm) exceeded the plasma column radius
(approximately 40 mm); therefore, the considerable
sections of their trajectories passed through the low-
dense peripheral plasma. Thus, the charge-exchange
losses of fast ions became more important.

 σ = π Λ  
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The low-temperature start plasma was created by
the plasma gun. In this case, the densest central part of
the plasma is stabilized due to the line-tying of the
magnetic field to the vacuum chamber end within the
limits of the magnetic surface, which starts from the
aperture in the plasma collector, through which the
start plasma is injected along the magnetic field [9].
During the plasma accumulation in the central trap,
plasma halo gradually forms within the magnetic sur-
face bounded by the limiters. It is assumed that this
peripheral part of plasma will be stabilized using the
vortex confinement technique, similar to how it is per-
formed at the GDT facility [17]. In the experiments
performed, a gradual increase was observed in the
density of particles confined in the halo region. There-
fore, when increasing the duration of plasma gun
operation and optimizing the plasma generation
regime with the increased magnetic field near the gun,
it becomes possible to simultaneously improve the
efficiency of neutral beams trapping in the plasma tar-
get and decrease the share of charge exchange losses.

The main result of the series of experiments con-
ducted is the demonstration of full operabilities of the
facility and available diagnostics in the design config-
uration of GOL-NB. Based on the results of control
experiments on neutral beam injection into residual
gas, it can be stated that there are no considerable
losses of fast ions due to deviations of the magnetic
field from the design value. In this stage of studies, in
order to increase the target plasma density in the trap,
the magnetic field in the high-field sections was set to
be B = 2.25 T. Experiments with B = 4.5 T were also
performed. In this case, the neutral beam trapping
efficiency was expectedly lower, but an increase in the
mirror ratio from R = 7.5 to R = 15 reduces the
gasdynamic longitudinal losses by a factor of two.
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